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Mutations occur when the genetic instruction code is changed.  
Mutations can occur for a variety of reasons and may result in new 
structural features or different functional behaviors in the affected 
offspring.  
 
Fruit flies are small, two-winged insects that are common around 
fruits and vegetables.  They only have four chromosomes.  This 
makes them easy to study in Life Science.  Usually they have brown 
bodies and red eyes.  Black bodies and white eyes are mutations 
handed down from parent to offspring. 
 
Procedure 
 
1.  Make a circle with the string. This will represent the cell, specifically the nucleus. 
 
Chromosome Number One: Male or Female 
2.  Make the shape of an X with two of the white craft chenilles. Place in the cell to represent the 

chromosome provided by the mother.   
3.  To determine whether an X or a Y is carried by the sperm flip a coin:  Heads= make another X 

While Tails= make a Y out of craft chenilles. Place in the cell next to the X to represent the 
chromosome provided by the father. 

4.  Determine the sex of the offspring, XX = female and XY = Male. 
5.  Create a chart similar to the one below in your lab journal and record the chromosomes 

provided by each parent. 
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 Procedure 
 
Chromosome Number Two: Wing Size. This chromosome controls the development of wing size. 
Mutations can occur causing the offspring to have short wings.  
1.  The yellow craft chenille will represent chromosome #2. 
2.  Take one yellow craft chenille and place in the “cell” to represent the chromosome given by the 

father.  The father only has the normal size variant of the wing size gene.  Place a red bead on 
the craft chenille to represent a normal size wing variant. 

3.  Repeat for the second yellow craft chenille to represent the chromosome provided by the 
mother. 

4.  If a parent has a mutated gene, the mutation can be passed from a parent to the offspring.  In 
this case the mother has one normal wing sized variant and one mutated short wing size 
variant.  Flip a coin to determine which gene will be passed on to the offspring.  Heads=non 
mutation normal size wing. Place a red bead on the craft chenille. Tails = mutation short sized 
wing. Place a white bead on the craft chenille . 

5.  Record the gene variant provided by each parent and indicate if a mutation occurred. 
6.  Draw a diagram labeled “Inherited Mutation” in your lab journal.  Include captions and labels to 

identify the chromosomes, genes, and mutations.  
 
Chromosome Number Three: This chromosome controls the body color of the fruit flies.  A brown 
body color is normal and a solid black body is the mutated color. 
1.  The pink craft chenille will represent chromosome #3. 
2.  Take one pink craft chenille and place in the “cell” to represent the chromosome given by the 

father.  The father only has the brown body variant of the body color gene.   
3.  Some mutations occur as the enzyme associated with the gene makes copies of, or replicates, 

the instructions for making a protein.  Flip a coin to determine if the gene will mutate.  
Heads=non mutation. Place a brown bead on the craft chenille . Tails = mutation. Place a black 
bead on the craft chenille . 

4.  Repeat for the second pink craft chenille to represent the chromosome provided by the mother.  
The mother also has only the brown body variant of the body color gene.  Again toss the coin to 
determine if the gene passed on by the mother will mutate.  

5.  Record the gene variant provided by each parent and indicate if a mutation occurred. 
6.  Draw a diagram labeled “Replication Mutation” in your lab journal.  Include captions and labels 

to identify the chromosomes, genes, and mutations.  
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